DEC 06, 2017

InfoValue Announces Delivery of IPTV on Fire TV

Enables simple, flexible and precise
interactivity of IPTV endpoints.

InfoValue’s IPTV on Fire TV is available now
from InfoValue at 914-345-5980
(www.infovalue.com) or InfoValue resellers.

ELMSFORD, N.Y. – Dec. 6, 2017 – InfoValue
Computing, Inc. (“InfoValue”), IP Media Experts,
today announced the delivery of “IPTV on Fire
TV”, an extension of theInfoValue IPTV
platform to Amazon Fire TV devices for
combining consumer OTT Apps and commercial
service offerings.

About InfoValue
Founded in 1994 and experts in providing
comprehensive and premium IP Media platforms
and solutions, InfoValue is recognized for
innovations and advances in IPTV technology
that has set the pace in performance, scalability
and intelligence. InfoValue delivers IPTV
solutions and products to hospitality, healthcare,
education, enterprise, government and telecomm
markets. InfoValue's corporate headquarters are
located at 4 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY
10523. More information on InfoValue and its
products and services is available at
www.infovalue.com, via e-mail at
info@infovalue.com, or by phone at (914)
345-5980.

With IPTV on Fire TV, users have all the
premium features of the InfoValue IPTV platform,
such as personalized multimedia information
portals, TV channels with time-shifting, VOD,
managed promotions, etc., and simultaneously
endless consumer OTT Apps on Fire TV devices.
IPTV on Fire TV makes Fire TV devices
compelling alternatives to commercial-grade
smart TVs or IP Set-Top Boxes in many IPTV
and Digital Signage deployments, such as
residences, student housing, assisted living
communities, public space TVs, etc.
Utilizing
a consumer-based device for mixed-use
commercial and consumer applications provides a
flexible and cost-efficient approach to campus
IPTV environments.
“IPTV on Fire TV is a tremendous extension in
bridging commercial and residential IPTV
deployments,” said Dr. Monsong Chen, president
and CEO of InfoValue. “System integrators,
service providers, and end users can all benefit
from the resulting value propositions.”

